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Castle:
It seems that everybody is talking about you at the moment.
How do you deal with this personal hype?
Can you still leave home without sunglasses and a fake mustache?

Fish:
i usually leave the house with a real mustache and sunglasses. i dont
really see too much personal hype. just a shitload of hardwork that is
finally starting to pay off. i have been at this for a decade or so,
and its nice people are starting to give a shit.

Castle:
Where are you at the moment? Where were you yesterday and where will
you be tomorrow?

Fish:
today i am home in san francisco in my shack by the beach. yesterday
i was in berlin and then brussels and then new york and then back to
sf. it was a flight home from the swiss german tour i was on.
tommorrow i will be back in my imagination again trying to make some
new stuff.

Castle:
Which is your queerest road trip story of the past months?

Fish:
Queer? not sure really, im not gay. i did just get back from this
german tour ( see also last response) me and my friend rick and marcus
our big german geezer tour manager/ bus driver. we drove around
switzerland and germany for 5 shows in two weeks. it was a celebration
for the nike classic sb i did that comes out in july. i drove a
mercedes van fast as fuck on the autobahn, eat the worlds best
shnitzel, tons of wurst, got some lederhosen and a mountain pipe, went
to a castle, skinned like hell, and made 5 really nice large
paintings. not queer, but definitely my best road trip in a while.
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Castle:
Is it true, that you are being accompanied by your personal
photographer on your tour?

Fish:
he is my photographer, personal assistant, body guard, drinking
buddy, and comic relief. ( he isnt gay either) he drank a meter of
beer almost by himself one night. i figured if the trip wound up being
fucked, at least i would have someone to laugh about it with. turned
out it was amazing, and we had a blast.

Castle:
Which artists inspired you in the beginning of your art, which ones do
this still today?

Fish:
dr suess, walt disney, hannah barbara, pushead, vcj, jim phillips,
niel blender, mark gonzales, andy howell, and mel bend in the
begginning. now days i am really motivated by dr suess, jeff soto,
aaron horkey, mike giant, will barras, tiffany bozic, matt irving, jim
houser, and all sorts of other folks i cant remember right now.

Castle:
Since when are you painting this combinations between skulls and bunnies?
To us it’s like “the bitter and the sweet”.What is your explanation?

Fish:
the bunnies i have been drawing for 15 years, since high school. i
started to balance them with the skulls four or five years ago. its a
balance of cute and creepy. having good and evil play off each other i
guess. its part of a little library of symbols i use to tell stories.

Castle:
You’re the coldblooded leader of a streetgang called “Silly Pink Bunnies”.
Is Jeremy Fish himself more “bitter” or “sweet”?

Fish:
we are in fact a ruthless gang, however i am both bitter and sweet,
just depends on the day.

Castle:
Sometimes artists are famous for some special characteristic elements
in their pictures.Could it affect your popularity to turn around and paint 
something completely different?castle



Fish:
i think i try to get a consistency with the line quality and
composition that is recognizable. that way as the symbols in the
stories change overtime, my new stuff is still cohesive with my older
drawings. i feel like the elements are always changing. some of the
symbols appear more often thatn others but i am always trying to draw
new shit and evolve.

Castle:
What would you do if your hands were feet?

Fish:then my feet would be hands, and i could draw laying down with a
mirror overhead. it wouldnt be bad.

Castle:
Who was your greatest hero when you were a child?

Fish:
my grandfather, bud fish. he was a big geezer.

Castle:
Maybe you know this one song from Tom Waits: “What´s he building in there..?”
Are you a curious person at all? If so, what gets you extremely curious?

Fish:
i am curious i guess. i like to travel, and explore, and meet new
people, and hear new stories. curiosity can be stimulated by a million
things, just depends on how much attention i am paying to the world
that day i guess.

Castle:
Personal Computers? Helper and friend for creative people or a pain in the ass?
Do you talk to your computer?

Fish:
i really dont like the computer. i deal with it so much, but really
only out of necessity. it is a helper that is also a pain in the ass.
i dont talk to it, but i do yell at it from time to time.
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Castle:
How would you describe the Jeremy Fish style to yourself?

Fish:
simple stories told with basic symbols. a blend of cute and creepy.
numerous trips down memory lane.

Castle:
What was the last movie you saw in cinema?

Fish:i gave that up a while ago. hollywood blows.

Castle:
Money,money,money. Which was the easiest way you ever earned some Dollars?

Fish:
 i have had alot of weird jobs.there is no easy way to make money.
everthing is a compromise.

Castle:
You have some fancy tatoos on your arms. Are some of them of your own
stuff as well?

Fish:
no, i dont get tattoos of my own stuff. thats worse than wearing your
own tee shirts. my tattoos were done by grime at AWR here in san
francisco. he is a huge inspiration to me and one of the most talented
human beings i have ever been fortunate enough to know.

Castle:
Whats “the next best thing”?

Fish:
the next best thing is a collaboration with Aesop Rock. we made a 7”
record and storybook about the ups and downs of the creative process.
it comes out july 6th at my solo show at the 5024 sf gallery here in
sf. Aesop and Murs are playing a show that night, to celebrate the
book and a shortfilm i made that he did the soundtrack for. it has
been great working with him, as he is one of my favorite musicians of
all time.

Thank you very much for taking the time, we appreciate it a lot!
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Wer seine Kindheit in der 80er Jahren verbracht hat 

wird beim Anblick Jürgen Blümleins Arbeiten 

sicher nostalgische Gefühle bekommen.

Der diplomierte “Digital Artist” 

lebt und arbeitet momentan in Berlin 

und hat “Castlemagazine” 

ein Interview gegeben.
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